
Magic Triangle Tricks  
 

Here are just a few things the Magic Triangle will help you with while binding books and 
covering boxes. If you are a model maker you'll be able to apply the triangle to a number of 

your projects. The triangle's thickness makes it sturdy enough to use for scoring with a folder 
and to carefully guide cutting instruments (recommend with the Olfa Silver knife, its shorter 

exposed cutting edge will not gouge the triangle like an Xacto is likely to do.)  

 

 
Once you determine the size of corners for a half-binding, the 
triangle can be used to mark the boards on all four corners. If 
you scuff up the triangles surface with fine sand paper, you 
will still be able to see through it and the scuffed surface will 
take a pencil mark that will speed up marking all four corners 
on one book or a number of books if they are part of a set. 

 

 
If you are binding in Leather, it is useful to mark the miter 
inside of the boards before you apply the wet leather. The stop 
on this triangle speeds up this process too. 

 

 
The stop on the triangle, when pressed to the head or tail of the 
book cover, will guide placing a straight edge so you can trim 
the edges of a mis-aligned spine in a quarter or half binding.  

 

 
While covering a box, the triangle is useful to extend cuts from 
an edge.  



 

 
Using the end of the stop as a guide, you can cut the flap that 
will go around the corner of the box.  

 

 
Use the triangle to open seams before folding them around the 
edges of the box.  

 

 
After opening the seams, fold the covering material over both 
edges and use the triangle with its stop to cut the miter on the 
bottom of the box.  

 

 
When you start to bring the covering material inside the box, 
the triangle's size makes it convenient to use  
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